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Idea: Our project is a car that uses renewable energy and a car that’s not 
polluting the environment. 

Main problem: The environment is suffering every day because of humans. The 
people are cutting down trees without caring and knowing the results. The 
global warming levels are in increase and most of the public are not paying 
attention to it. The people need cars and busses and other methods for 
transportation but while the are transporting they are polluting the environment. 
Because of the fuel in there cars. The fuel is emitting Carbon dioxide which is 
going to the atmosphere and support the increase of global warming levels by 
keeping the heat temperature in the atmosphere. But this isn’t the only problem 
after 50 years from now on there are many studies and reports said the the fuel 
will runout of the world so the communities will face huge problems regarding 
the energy in that time. The roads will be free in that time. The people will face 
the problem of (transportation). Because of fuel the cars will not work only the 
cars that uses electricity from the environmental source. There are many cars in 
this days are environmentally friendly. These cars uses electricity only and the 
other some are using hybrid system which is electricity and fuel together. The 
electricity cars will need to be charged by home power supply which will need 
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long time to be fully charged and will cost a lot in the electricity bill. But 
regarding the hybrid cars it will use a home power supply too but it’s also using 
fuel which will help to delay the fuel crises and give the people more time but it 
should be called half environmentally friendly because it’s still using fuel and 
emitting carbon dioxide. But our project the Go! Car is electricity car but in 
really different way. Our electricity car doesn’t need a power supply from home 
or road. Our car is (Self-charging) car it uses solar power and kinetic energy for 
more instance the car will charge it self while you are driving and while you are 
putting it under the sunlight. 

How’s our car is the best choice: The car is self-charging. So when you buy it 
you won’t have to pay any other single coin the make it work unlike the other 
environmentally friendly and fuel cars. And our car is the first car that uses the 
kinetic energy to charge the battery. And it is affordable+It can be built by hand 
so no need to to pollute the environment with the factory smock. 

How our car is following the global goals: 
Goal 3 good health and wellbeing: it provides a method of exercising that the 
passengers can rotate the pedals to make it move and charge it self. 
Goal 7 Affordable clean energy: Our car is affordable it wonk cost more than 
5000 pounds and it is using renewable energy( solar power-kinetic energy). 
Goal 9 Industry, Innovation and infrastructure: The car can be made by hand 
so it wont pollute the environment with the normal cars factory smock and it 
was innovated by local Emirati students. 
Goal 11 sustainable cities and communities: During the crises where there is 
no fuel our car can transport the people easily. 
Goal 13 Climate change: Our car is not emitting the CO2 das that makes the 
environment suffer unlike the fuel and hybrid cars. 
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We presented the Project and GSL in front of the public and important personalties!
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